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Abstract-Reliable offset control is a vital feature of a zero-IF the duration of interest, the VGA only needs to be calibrated
variable gain amplifier (VGA). Many traditional methods once each period of operation to control the offset voltage for
sacrifice speed (settling time) to achieve offset control by all gain settings during that period. A VGA that implements
realizing a high pass feature in the signal path. This paper this offset control method and has a gain range of 042dB is
introduces a novel VGA architecture that is capable of presented.
controlling offset for all gain settings with a single offline
calibration cycle. The VGA realizes very fast gain/startup
settling time with only a slight increase in power and area I VGASTRUCTUREAND OFFSETANALYSIS
requirements by eliminating the need for a high pass filter. The The VGA structure that has been adopted is based on an
VGA circuit draws 3mA and has a gain range of 0-42dB with OPAMP with resistive feedback (OPAMP-R) because it
1dB steps. It has a 10MHz bandwidth at 42dB, has a gain provides high linearity and wide dynamic range. A four-
settling time of 140nsec, and controls output offset within stage structure has been chosen as a middle ground in the
2.2mV. tradeoff between power and area. The first three stages

provide the variable gains (0-14dB each) and the final buffer
I. INTRODUCTION stage provides strong drive capabilities. In total, 42dB gain

capability is provided. Each stage of the structure is exposedThe variable gain amplifier (VGA) iS an essential block to three sources of offset that can be modeled by the circuits
in wireless communication transceivers [1-6] that relaxes the in Fig. 1: external offset, OPAMP offset, and common mode
dynamic range requirement of the analog-to-digital converter (CM) mismatch offset. Over a given operation period, the
(ADC). In zero-IF or direct conversion transceiver systems, offset valuefirom each of these sources is nearly constant and
even as little as 1 mV input-referred offset voltage can canobe viewed as aDC signal.
deteriorate the signal and saturate the VGA at large gains.
Thus, a zero-IF VGA must include offset control circuitry. External offset originates in a previous stage and is
Furthermore, the VGA gain changes frequently in response modeled by VOSE in Fig. la. This source would be
to input signal strength variations, and non-active circuits are transferred and amplified at the output by the close-loop gain
often turned off to save power. Thus, fast gain and power-up A. The OPAMP offset originates within the current stage and
settling time is highly desirable for the VGA. is due largely to device mismatches that are determined by

process parameters [7]. The OPAMP offset is modeled by
Nearly all zero-IF applications suppress voltage offset by VOcs1 in Fig. la. The output-referred offset due to these

introducing a feedback loop [5,6] or inserting capacitors and sources can be expressed as:
resistors [4] to realize a high pass filter (fIPF) in the signal
path. To avoid affecting low frequency signal components, v =sout= A * VOSE + (1+ A) * VOS1 (1)
the HIPF cutoff frequency is set very low. This results in a
long a settling time when the gain changes or when the CM mismatch offset only exists in differential structures
circuit is woken up after being deactivated to save power. and is due to mismatches between CM output and input

voltages. The output CM difference between the previous
This paper introduces a novel VGA structure, which stganthcuetsaeismdldbVOMinF.l.

supports a new, offline, offset control method that eliminates stage and thefurrent stage IS modeled by VOSCMe nFig.d b
the need for a HPF and provides a very fast settling time.
Because the offset source can be viewed as a DC signal in the output-referred CM mismatch offset is
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(a) (b) Vosout <.A*VOSCM (3)

Figure 1. Offset model for a single stage OPAMP-R.
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Because the VGA is a linear system, the total output offset
can be found by summing the individual components in (1)
and (3) such that 0

Vosout <A VOSE + (1 + A) V°S1+A.VOSCM (4) DSc

Canceling offset with a high pass filter (HPF) in the signal
path [4-6] acts on the overall offset value. However, as Figure 2. Single stage offset control schematic.
indicated by (4), the total offset is a strong function of gain.
Thus this offset cancellation method requires recalibration
every time the gain changes and results in a long gain 40xR
settling time. This causes a significant degradation of
response speed in a VGA where the gain is inherently

Output

variable, especially when a low cutoff frequency HIPF is V.s1
implemented. A method for improving the gain settling time Vos2 _
in a HIPF is described in [4], but this approach still suffers
from a slow power-up settling time. S

III. NEW ARCHITECTURE LEVELOFFSET CONTROL (a)
METHOD

There are distinct advantages to a gain independent VGA R|
offset control method that would eliminate the need to vSOutut
recalibrate each time the gain is changed and thus enable VQS2 _VC2 f Sif
faster gain/power-up settling. Gain independent offset
control can be achieved by suppressing each of the

SAR

individual offset sources in (4) independently. In the Ctri
OPAMP-R structure, resistor mismatch can typically be b
controlled within 1%; and CM voltage mismatch can be ( )
controlled within 2OmV. Therefore, the output referred CM Figure 3. Single stage offset calibration configuration: (a) OPAMP offset
mismatch offset voltage could be less than 0.2mV, which is
much smaller than the -2mV tolerable range in a zero-IF
system. As a result, only two offset sources (OPAMP offset setting the gain to 32dB (40-fold) rather than the 0o14dB
and external offset) in (4) need to be suppressed. A gain for normal operation.
methodology to cancel these critical offsets will first be
described for a single stage and then expand to a multi-stage B.Multi-stage offset control architecture
VGA using a new architecture. The offline calibration method can control the output

offset for a single stage very well. To apply it effectively to a
A. Offset controlfor a single stage multi-stage VGA, the architecture in Fig.4 has been

Fig. 2 describes a scheme for canceling the external and developed. The VGA contains three gain stages, each with
internal DC offset for a single stage using two digital-to- gain range of 14dB, and a buffer stage. However, these four
analog converters (DACs). One DAC and an analog stages are not always cascaded. If the total gain of the VGA
subtracter can be employed to cancel external offsets. A is less than 14dB, the first stage connects to the buffer stage,
second DAC applied to a low gain auxiliary input cancels especially when a low cutoff frequency HIPF is implemented,
internal OPAMP offset. As explained later, the linearity and
speed requirements for these DACs are low; and the area =
overhead is small. INO

With the circuit in Fig. 2, single stage calibration can be i)0-14dB)
done offline in two steps as shown in Fig.3, where single-
ended components are shown for simplicity. Each offset = C.:
source can be cancelled by the auto-zeroing technique [8]. In
Fig.3, a comparator is used to sense the output offset, and the
"SAR Ctrl" digital control block performs the successive t c0-14d 8 1

approximation method with the help of a DAC to null the |r w
offset. First, the internal offset is canceled with the settings r AC BANKSA
in Fig. 3a. Then, the external offset and the residue internall l
offset are canceled using the configuration shown in Fig. 3b.
To improve calibration accuracy, the errors are magnified by Figure 4. Block diagram of the VGA architecture with offline offset

control.
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bypassing second and third stages. If the total gain is IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL OFFSET
between 15dB and 28dB, the first stage gain is set to 14dB, After offline calibration the maximum resdual offset iS
the second stage provides the rest of the gain, and the third determ by the resolutionothe DaC anduth offset of
stage is bypassed. If gain is higher than 28dB, the first two the comparator in the calibration loop. In this architecture,
stages will be set to 14dB and the third stage iS inSerted thcoproritecabainlo.Inhsacietu,stages will buffersetgto 14dB,and thetstagedisecyiseorte the offset sources for each stage can be treated as if theybefore the buffer stage Thus, only the stage directly before belong to a single stage, and the model in Fig.3 can be used
the buffer will have a variable gain, and any previous stages to analyze this offset control scheme. Based on Fig.3a, the
have a fixed gain of 14dB, ensuring a constant output offset. o of this offsetcont the condion
The variable gain stage therefore acts like the single stage in output ofDAC1, Vc1, must meet the condition
Fig.2. In other words, this new architecture simplifies the (VOS -Vcl+ )(I+Aj< VOSCMP (5)
offset control of a multi-stage system to that of a single
stage. where o- is the granularity error of DAC, which should be

The offset control hardware included in this VGA less than one LSB voltage, VLSB; Ax is the calibration gain,
architecture allows a new offset control scheme, which is which is held at 40; and Voscmp is the input-referred offset of
based on the auto-zeroing technique, to be implemented. It the comparator. Combining C < VLSB with (5), shows
consists of a comparator, a register bank for DAC inputs, a V_'MP_±VLSB (6)
digital control block (SAR Ctrl in Fig.4) that sets DAC input ( OSA C) , 13
registers by successive approximation to minimize the x
offsets, and a DAC bank. The calibration scheme for this Similarly, at the end of second step (refer to Fig.3b)
architecture is as follows: First, the offset of each OPAMP
stage is calibrated independently, one by one, using the (Vos- Vcl)(+ Ax) - (VOSE -V+)Ax oscmp (7)
setting in Fig.3a. Next, with all OPAMP offsets calibrated, where the first and second terms are the residual offset of
exteral offset voltage calibrations are performed internal and external sources after calibration, respectively.sequentially for each gain stage using the settings in Fig.3b.
Here, the external offset of the first stage is calibrated first. Combining o- < VLSB with (7), it can be shown that
Then the first stage is set to full gain, where it produces a
constant residual output offset voltage that appears on the (Vos, - Vc1 )AX - (VOSE - VC2 )AX < VLSB (AX + 1) + Voscmp (1 + I1A ) (8)
second stage as an external input offset, and the external x

offset of the second stage is calibrated. Finally, external After calibration, i.e., during normal operation, the
offset calibration for the third stage is performed in a similar residual offset at the output of the gain stages (before the
manner, with stages l and 2 set to full gain and producing buffer) can be expressed as
the constant residual output offset into the third stage. The
only stage to see a variable gain (and thus a variable external Vow = (Vosl - Vcl) + A(Vosl - Vcl) - A (VoSE - VC2) (9)
offset) at its input is the unity gain buffer, which has its own where A is the total operational gain. Combining (6), (8) and
residual output offset after initial internal calibration. w9ln
Because the buffer stage does not amplify its input, no (9),
external offset cancellation is needed. Therefore, the total I A A FA(A,+1)1 (10)

_____ ___+ )±+V SI Il±VGA output residual offset is the sum of buffer stage .Vw, (lAI A (I+A)A, A(
residual internal offset and the residual output offset from the Lxx
gain stages. Because both of these offsets are minimized by Because the calibration gain is set much higher than the
the calibration cycle, the VGA offset is well controlled. maximum operation gain, A >>A > 1, (10) simplifies to
Application of this offline offset control scheme requires a
total of seven 6-bit DACs. The low performance V

A
requirements of these DACs allow them to be implemented AOut osmp
without significant impact on the overall chip area or power x

consumption. Using the successive approximation method, which shows that the output residual offset of the gain stage
the entire calibration routine requires approximately 42 clock is a function of the calibration components. The buffer offset
cycles. is calibrated without knowledge of the gain stage residual

offset voltage, and its residual offset is also given by (11)
Another potential source of error iS mismatch among the wihA1.Tebfrstgtanesisipursdalost

CMOS switches in the signal path, which will introduce voltage with unit gain. Thus the final residual offset at the
offset due to threshold voltage mismatch. However, by votgwihutganTushefalridlofettteoffset dbuffer output, which is the sum of gain stage and bufferbiasing the switch transistors in the triode region, threshold stage, can be expressed as
voltage mismatch will have little effect on the signal path,
and this error can be neglected. A+1(V12)A±

VOU<VOCnP +VLSB(3±+A) (2

Assuming that external and OPAMP offset voltages can be
held within 8mV through careful circuit design and layout, a
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6-bit DAC with a span of 8mV and a VLSB of 0.125mV can
be used. By defining Voscmp to also be less than 8mV and v Ky>1
noting that the maximum gain A during operation is 5 Gnerator V Vbp 2Vbp2
(14dB), (12) shows the achievable final residual offset is:

VOut <2.2mV (13) 0 Gnd:
VWut+CM Vfb

V. CIRCUIT REALIZATION VContro

A. OPA design
The OPAMP designed for the VGA, shown in Fig.5, has Figure 5. Main circuit of the OPAMP.

two input pairs, one for the main signal and another for offset
cancellation. The offset cancellation input uses source
degeneration transistors to lower the gain from this input by m 14O 1
nearly 20dB, increasing linear input range and improving the Ci
calibration accuracy. The gain for the main input is designed a 20

to be 80dB with a unity gain bandwidth of 60MHz. The bias /
generator block is shared among all OPAMPs in the VGA. /

B. DAC and the offset canceling circuit T_
Speed and linearity are not critical features of the Figure 6. Gain settling plot.

calibration DAC and can be sacrificed to reduce power and
chip area. A current steering DAC was selected to achieve Gain oftheVGA -10
this goal. A small size unit current source of 1[tA was 40 0.8
selected because DAC speed is not critical for calibration
and the requirement for linearity is low enough to allow 7S30 06 0
some mismatch tolerance in the unit current sources. As a
result, the total current consumption of seven 6-bit DACs q20 04 M

running at 50kHz is only 0.5mA. 0

10 -I > ,, -0.2

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 0 051012025035 4 450
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The circuit was designed in the AMI 0.5ptm CMOS Gain Settings (dB)
process with 3.3V power supply. In simulations, all Figure 7. Gain and offset plot.
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